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Part eagle, part lion, the Griffin symbolises vigilance and strength. The new Saab Griffin is the
most elegant, luxurious and superbly engineered car of the Saab fleet. The inspiration behind
its design comes from our desire to create a car that sets new standards for luxury and
performance while at the same time retaining our traditional values of integrity and safety. The
Saab Griffin encapsulates the passion and dedication of Saab engineers and designers. The
asymmetric turbocharger is a Saab innovation. The Griffin is a car that thinks, incorporating our
very own computerised engine management system, the Saab Trionic. It works by constantly
monitoring performance and, when necessary, making adjustments within a split second. The
seventh generation Trionic in the Griffin now controls throttle as well as ignition. This provides
instant power while significantly reducing fuel consumption and exhaust emissions. The finer
details make driving the Griffin a truly prestigious and relaxing experience. The Griffin is the
first car in the world to feature front seats that are power-ventilated and electrically heated to
make you as comfortable as possible in any climate. The Griffin even has a refrigerated glove
compartment to keep its contents chilled when required. The aircraft-inspired dash, now a
hallmark of all Saabs, has every command positioned for ease of use and minimal distraction
from the road ahead. Leather and wood create an environment that is welcoming, but like all
Saabs is free of chaos. This car adds an innovative spirit to our fine design heritage. One drive
and you will understand. Cars Reviews Saab Saab Sedan. November 30, , What do you think?
Car Finder:. Saab Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive
journalist job. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. General Motors, which has
controlled Saab since , is working hard to reduce Saab's financial losses and build its image.
Though it can't be described as 'mainstream,' the new Saab , which replaces the , certainly has
broader appeal than Saabs of the past. The question is whether that's enough to grab its share
of a market niche dominated by such mainstays as BMW, Mercedes-Benz and Lexus. Saab is
hoping several factors will build word of mouth and persuade potential customers to put the on
their shopping lists. With its roots in the Swedish aerospace industry, Saab has always
emphasized technical innovation. Often, that's meant ignoring convention. It was pushing
aerodynamic styling when the rest of the industry thought boxy was beautiful, and Saab touted
front-wheel drive long before it became the norm. The adds a number of firsts, such as its
Active Head Restraint System, designed to prevent whiplash in rear-end accidents. On the
performance side of Manby's equation, all new Saabs are now turbocharged, which ensures
good acceleration performance. If nothing else works, Saab is betting the 's attractive price tag
will win some consideration in a hotly competitive luxury market. Will the strategy work? Here's
what we discovered during our time behind the wheel of the new Saab Full Review This is a big
year for Saab: The is the first new product to roll off the Swedish automaker's assembly lines
since , and it has been quickly followed by a new Saab doesn't introduce new models often, so
this sudden burst of activity shows big changes are underway. With the introduction of its new
sedan pronounced 'nine-five' , Saab hopes to broaden its appeal. All rights reserved. We notice
you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. We get it. Ads can be annoying.
But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and
keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to
allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for
reading Autoblog. This is a big year for Saab: The is the first new product to roll off the Swedish
automaker's assembly lines since , and it has been quickly followed by a new Hide Full Review.
Engine 2. Smart Buy Program is powered by. See the value of your car and get a cash offer in
minutes. Cash Out or Trade-In. Research Another Vehicle. Allow Us! Here's how to disable
adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down
menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending
on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey
again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few
seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to
experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your
browser. Saab has faced some tough times. An inconsiderate parent company, General Motors,
tried to make Saab fit into GM's large corporate game plan, which has been a longstanding sore
spot with Saab defenders. They claim that the giant multi-national does not understand the
Saab audience and the special appeal of these cars. Lately, and more importantly, Saab has
been faced with the difficulties associated with having only a two-car lineup. The Saab , a
beautiful and comfortable car, was a hit upon introduction in , but sales slowed because of
increased competition from BMW, Mercedes and Lexus, in addition to nagging customer
concerns about the 's build quality. Despite some obvious difficulties and shortcomings, we still
like Saab. The was replaced this year with the , an updated by any other name. The base comes
in three-door Coupe, five-door Hatchback and Convertible models. All come equipped with a

powerful horsepower four-cylinder engine. This turbocharged 2. The phenomenon of
torque-steer where some powerful front-drivers can literally pull the steering wheel right out of
your hands on hard acceleration from a standing start has always been a problem for the But
Saab claims to have settled the swerving down a bit in this year's by improving the front
suspension geometry. New for '99 is a high-output version of the turbo four that spins out
horses that's an incredible horsepower per liter of displacement but available only for SE
models equipped with a manual transmission. Perhaps even more incredible is that this motor
makes its foot-pounds of torque at an amazingly low 2, rpm, and then maintains peak torque all
the way up to 4, rpm. Talk about a wide, fat, usable power band across the rev range! All models
feature Saab's patented pendulum-design B-pillar which deflects side impacts away from head
and chest areas; the world's first head restraint system to reduce the risk of whiplash-type
injuries; and seat-mounted, two-stage inflating head and chest side airbags. The Saab is a
comfortable, equipment-laden near-luxury car that competes against entries from Volvo, BMW
and Mercedes. While the is a good car, there are plenty of good cars in the 's price class. If your
tastes run a bit on the eccentric side, however, this car's personality and quirkiness may be a
better choice for you than a BMW is or Mercedes C You'll certainly stand out more in the crowd.
I was beside myself with bewilderment as I heard my editor-in-chief, Christian Wardlaw, rattle off
a list of complaints about Saab's revised and renamed entry-level car, the Despite changing
about 1, parts that were designed to make the handle and look better, Wardlaw still had lots to
gripe about. After just one day behind the wheel he called me up to complain about the car's
horrible seating position, peaky drivetrain and loose suspension. I almost asked him to make
sure that he was driving the same car that I had driven and loved the previous day. Bad driving
position? Difficult engine? I just couldn't understand what he was talking about. Was he insane
for not recognizing this car's outstanding versatility and performance, or was I insane for not
seeing this Saab's shortcomings? Disagreements like this are not uncommon when people
discuss Saabs. Some people love 'em; some people hate 'em. Rarely, however, is someone left
nonplused after a drive in one of these Nordic contraptions. There is a reason for this; Saab
likes to do things differently than most other manufacturers. These differences result in a
Saab-ness that can be a delight for those who appreciate a fresh approach to old problems. It
can also infuriate those who like straightforward design. Take the simple placement of the
ignition. That should be obvious, right? Not in a Saab. Saab places the 's ignition as well as the
new 's on the center console between the driver and passenger seats. Because ignitions
mounted on the steering column or the dashboard are often difficult for drivers to see. Ignitions
mounted on the center console, on the other hand, offer drivers a clear line of sight to where
they should slot their key. An added benefit of this seemingly odd placement is that it keeps the
ignition from being worn out prematurely by a heavy key chain. Ignitions are one thing, engines
are another. Here Saab deviates from the norm even more than usual; it is the only
manufacturer in the world that offers an all-turbo lineup of cars. Both trim levels of the come
with a horsepower transverse-mounted 2. This design is supposed to reduce vehicle emissions
and improve the car's acceleration. Saab calls this system Ecopower. The Ecopower engine is
supposed to give the the benefits of a four-cylinder engine, light weight and fuel efficiency,
while delivering power comparable to the six-pot engines found under the hoods of the BMW i
and the Mercedes-Benz C Two of our editors were quite happy with this unusual powerplant. I,
for one, took a great deal of pleasure in finding the sweet spot in the rev band and launching the
away from a stop sign in a turbo-shrieking rush. I also found that quick use of the manual
shifter could induce serious passing power on two-lane highways and crowded interstates. Not
all is well in turbo-land, however, as evidenced by staff members who complained about having
to rev the into oblivion for fear of stalling in a busy intersection. One of our staffers ended up
driving this way all day because he was certain that the jumpy engine wouldn't get him up to
speed quickly enough when trying to merge with fast-moving traffic. This Saab's suspension
and steering system also received mixed reviews from Edmund's staff. Although the 's
independent front and semi-independent rear suspension does a good job of keeping the car
planted to the road on twisty surfaces, it doesn't soak up bumps and potholes as well as
competitors from BMW and Mercedes. The system also allows the to lean quite a bit in corners,
and although this doesn't adversely affect the car's performance, it can leave passengers
feeling queasy. The steering suffers from a similar problem. The steering unit has good
on-center feel, allowing drivers to place the well on the road, but it has a serious kickback
problem when traveling along pockmarked streets and weather-beaten avenues. Despite the
controversy over the car's performance, it was the interior that garnered the most praise and
scorn from our various test drivers. Wardlaw was the biggest critic of the interior, complaining
that the seat was aimed toward the left while the steering wheel was pointed to the right. A dead
pedal that didn't rest at the same position as the gas, brake and clutch pedals further enforced

Wardlaw's feeling that he had been twisted into his seat with a corkscrew. Our other editors
were quite happy with the Saab's interior, however, citing a huge cargo space, comfortable
chairs, clear views through the upright windshield and side window glass, and logical control.
High quality interior materials lent the 's cabin a classy touch, but the lack of a power seat even
with the optional leather interior was a bit of a mystery. With half of our staff wondering if they
could swing a lease deal on a , while the other half was hoping that they never had to drive one
again, we don't know whether to recommend this car or steer you elsewhere. Saab has made a
reputation of selling different types of cars to different types of people. If you want a car that
stands out in a crowd, has the utility of a hatchback, and impresses the neighbors, the is for
you. If you want to fit in, buy something else. Christian J. Wardlaw says: The is certainly a
right-field selection in a crowded near-luxury marketplace. You've got your aircraft-inspired
cockpit control layout and windscreen, your turbocharged four-cylinder powerplant, your
ignition slot in the center console, your gaping and commodious four-door hatchback body
configuration, your Swedish ancestry. All that stuff is actually pretty cool. But when you get in
and drive the , compromises are required to express your individuality. Dump the clutch at less
than 3, rpm, and Geo Metros will dust you for the first yards until the turbo spools up and kicks
in, pushing you back into your seat. Not only can modulating the power of the be frustrating,
but also it can be downright scary turning left across traffic. And if you're not careful, wheelspin
is quite simple to induce, making you look like a fool to fellow commuters and bait to traffic
officers. While the turbo can be a thrill the few times you're able to launch it correctly, the ride
never is unless you're traversing smooth pavement. The Saab crashes over bumps and holes in
the road like a Conestoga wagon. And while body roll doesn't bother me much because the
grips quite well in turns, others may find themselves suffering seasickness during canyon runs.
Dealers ought to include a barf bag in the glovebox. Additionally, the driver's seating position is
all wrong. The seat aligns the body slightly to the left, so you're pointed toward the front left
corner of the car. The steering column aligns the driver's arms toward the center of the Saab.
The result is serious body misalignment and the feeling is disconcerting until you're used to it.
Add the obnoxiously close dead pedal to the mix, and comfort fades quickly. The question to
ask yourself when considering a Saab isn't whether or not you prefer to fit in. Rather, the matter
at hand is everyday driveability. The requires concentration to drive well and an appreciation for
the odd. These are qualities I look for in a sports car, not a fancy family hauler that spends a
good portion of its time in urban traffic. At our test vehicle's as-tested price point, I'll take a
basic Audi A4 Avant, please. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive
database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Saab Hatchback. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Saab lease specials Check out Saab lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Controls not always intuitive, offbeat image, spotty build quality.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the for sale near
you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Saab changed the car's name to the , giving it a
mild exterior freshening to boot. Around midyear, a high-output version of its 2. All SEs also get
new five-spoke inch alloy wheels. All five-speed manual s get revised gearbox ratios and a
numerically higher 4. A revised interior headliner provides more padding for increased
protection in the event of a crash. And five-door SE variants add an integrated driver-seat
armrest and a centrally located cupholder that swings out from the instrument panel. Read
more. Write a review See all 92 reviews. I bought my Saab in Sept 99 and have never regretted it.
Sven the Saab has never left me high and dry unless the fuel pump or battery died. Super comfy
for all riders and far better MPG than listed on the sticker. Easily averaged over 30 mpg on the
hwy. Bought new; now 11 years old. Car requires capable mechanic - not most reliable on the
road after 50K. I'm at 88K miles today. I've installed many handling fixes base version I thought
was poor and it's great fun now. An enigmatic car, right for me. Read less. I'll Really Miss this
Car. Purchased new and drove it for 10 years and , miles. I expect it had another , miles in it. It
ended service prematurely after it was rear ended. The vehicle did its job and all occupants

walked away with no or very minor injuries. Thanks engineers and assemblers! I'll really miss
this car. It did so many things well-a good blend of design, performance, build quality, economy
and utility. And it was FUN to drive everyday. Others correctly point out proper routine
maintenance is required. It's not necessarily expensive. Like all vehicles Saabs have quirks and
some common part failures. To me they were either endearing or minor annoyances. I'm looking
for another one. I have the 4 door standard transmission version. It is a very powerful car for the
price I paid and climate control works great. There are a few interior problems though. The
pixels on the head unit have virtually faded away so you cant make out the time and radio
stations. Not a big deal though. One other problem is that the driver side door lock made a
terrible noise when it locks and sometimes wont even lock when it is cold out. The alarm
system works great after learning first hand. Overall no major engine or other mechanical
problems. See all 92 reviews of the Used Saab Hatchback. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side
Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 1 average Rating out of
1 reviews. Second Opinion Christian J. Sponsored cars related to the Sign Up. Make Model
Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. This
car is truly the hot rod of the early generations of 's. With upgraded options like a higher
capacity inter cooler, higher flow exhaust, performance tuned ECU, performance clutch and
pressure plate, stiffened and lowered suspension components as well as reinforced CV joints
and driveshafts this car drives and handles like a dream. Not to mention this Viggen is rare as it
gets. Only 3, were imported to North America and Canada combined, with the convertible being
the unicorn of the models. Only 1, convertible Viggens were sold in North America and Canada,
this car being one of less than sold in in the United States. Please verify all information and
options with a sales representative. Easy Financing options for everyone. Come in and bid to
get crazy deals! Come during the week or early Saturday to sit in, start up, and inspect the
vehicles before you bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can even test drive this car to your own
mechanic for inspection on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its Manual transmission and Gas I4 2. Odometer
is miles below market average! Come in to schedule your test drive today! Mid Atlantic Truck
Center. The body is perfect and straight as a pin and has never been wrecked. Humility is said
to be a virtue. You put in enough hours throughout the week, so why not have a car that does
the same? Driving has never been so much fun than with this sports tuned suspension. You can
rest assured that this car is mechanically perfect from stem to stern as a result of our thorough
multi-point inspection process. The flawless finish looks like it was just driven off the lot. The
condition of the interior will have you believing that you just bought a brand new car. Every car
that we sell has been thoroughly inspected by us and is also comes with a clean history as
verified by CARFAX. Call us for information about our optional extended warranty packages that
we have available. Cash Buyers Welcome. Come In and Make A Deal! We are located only
minutes from Somerville! Not a single dent or scratch! Runs great and drives like new. Actual
miles. Hard-to-find model! Power everything! Perfect family vehicle. Perfect first car!. Powered
by a High-Output Turbo Charged 2. This Front Wheel Drive combination gets you near 30mpg
on the open road. The exterior has a unique silhouette that will turn heads, enhanced by a Black
soft top, fog lamps, a rear spoiler, and eye-catching wheels. Of course, Saab has an excellent
reputation for safety and reliability. You can drive with confidence behind the wheel of our
knowing you've got a multitude of airbags, traction control, and daytime running lights among
other safety systems. It's time to reward yourself with automotive excellence! Print this page
and call us Now All our Vehicles undergo a thorough Safety and Mechanical inspection prior to
being offered for sale by local certified mechanics and necessary repairs are completed. A copy
of our inspection report is published online in our vehicle photos. Limits of Liability apply.
Service Contracts are available on most cars also at competitive rates. Trades are welcomed.
Black Saab Linear 2. Recent Arrival! Arc trim. We accomplish that goal by offering a vast array
of vehicles, no-stress auto financing and exceptional car service and repairs. That way, you can
take care of your many automotive needs all under one roof! Fuel economy calculations based
on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the
included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Both these cars were professionally built
with Saab factory sponsorship. Included with the package is an acid dippped body, two fresh
LSJ 2. Number of Previous Owners: Owner count not provided. We offer multiple ways to
finalize your deal, even delivering your vehicle remortely. And apply for financing all before you
come into our store! We take all safety precautions very seriously by requiring all employees to
wear masks, sanitize high touch areas multiple times per day, and much more! Faulkner has
been in business for over 87 years and still family owned! Whether it be virtually or in peson,
come see why we consider you family once you step foot in our facility! We strive to give every
client a truly exceptional buying experience and ownership experience! If you have any
questions regarding location and vehicle information please do not hesitate to call us at What a

fun car! This Saab Convertible is a really well kept vehicle. It runs and drives great, beware it is
quick! It is a sharp looking car with very little wear! If you are looking to make a statement rest
assured you will be sure to turn some heads when you drive off in this fun convertible. Come
and check it out! Description: Used Saab 2. Over time we have developed a rarity in the used car
businessâ€”a non-traditional philosophy of offering our local community a hassle free and
better used vehicle buying experience. We offer a superior experience by utilizing convenient
internet and mobile technologies and helpful high-touch personal customer service with fair
market prices. The Carfax reports inspection sheets and service reports we provide free up
worry about the safety and performance of buying a pre-owned vehicle. Pre-sale inspection NC
state inspection and current service work are performed on every vehicle that leaves our
dealership with our name on it. We partner with some of the best warranty companies to offer
warranties on most vehicles. We are interested in developing long term relationships with our
customers so customer service is our top priority. We offer lifetime trade-in on all vehicles we
sell. We specialize in pre-owned import cars trucks and sport utility vehicles and a larger part of
our business is locating cars for people the our resources at auctions dealerships trade-in and
more. We appreciate your business. Give Dan and Vince a call and let them make you a great
deal! Aero trim. We do our best to fit you with the right car, truck, or SUV, and there is never any
pressure to buy. Philadelphia GMC and Buick shoppers come to us because we offer the perfect
combination of service and selection. We keep an extensive stock of all the Buick and GMC
vehicles you have come to know and love, as well as an assortment of popular pre- owned
vehicles and comercial GMC vehicles. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Rating
Good Price 1 Fair Price 1. Trim 2. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 32 Manual 8.
Engine Type Gas Cylinders 4 cylinders Interior Color Black Gray. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing
Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Title issue. No accidents. New
Listing. Not provided. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 47 listings. Home Saab Saab Used Saab
Overall Consumer Rating. I bought my Saab in Sept 99 and have never regretted it. Sven the
Saab has never left me high and dry unless the fuel pump or battery died. Super comfy for all
riders and far better MPG than listed on the sticker. Easily averaged over 30 mpg on the hwy.
Sign Up. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. Compare 7 trims and trim families
below to see the differences in prices and features. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are
also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our
stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our
site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. Trim Family Comparison. Base View 3 Trims. Features 2. Base 4dr Hatchback. Base
2dr Convertible. SE View 4 Trims. Additional or replacing features on Base 5, rpm Horsepower
2, rpm Torque 1st row regular power sliding and tilting glass Sunroof front air conditioning,
automatic leather Seat trim. Compare the with Similar Vehicles Saab Volvo C BMW M3.
Research Another Vehicle. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing
Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your
Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for
autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running.
Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your
adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform
that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow
the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Would you like to sell products for
this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this m
chevy 65
ford f 250 2010
infiniti q45 wiki
enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon

Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

